
Risk & Resilience 
Insight Tours
In an increasingly uncertain world, 
organisations are facing intense pressure
from stakeholders to demonstrate effective 
risk and resilience management.

Visit And Learn 
How Leading 
Firms Manage Risk 
& Resilience…

MAXIMISE 
OPPORTUNITIES, 

MINIMISING 
THREATS
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Where We
Are Now

Risk & Resilience Insight Tours

Acquire The Skill 
Set That Keeps Pace 
With Evolving Risk 
Practices.
The KRisk Study Tour 
programme is an essential 
learning experiences for risk 
leaders who want to see
in practice, with their own 
eyes, how leading firms and 
leaders effectively identify and 
respond to risk events and 
protect enterprise value.

Existing Approaches
To Risk Learning Are
Not Enough.
Risk training courses and 
conferences are unable to 
support risk leaders keep up 
and tackle the broad, complex 
and rapidly changing threats 
their firms now face.
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Risk & Resilience Insight Tours

A new concept in immersive learning…
Risk & Resilience Insight tours are a proven, innovative way for risk leaders to 
network, benchmark and learn from peers in other sectors. Seeing in practice
how firms have overcome issues and achieved success allows you to find out how 
solutions adopted by other sectors can add value to your business.

Designed for those involved in managing or leading business operations, risk, 
resilience or business improvement you’ll:

Discover how practices adopted in other sectors can add value to your business.

See in practice how other businesses have overcome issues and achieved 
success in risk and resilience.

Benefit from acquiring tools and techniques that will allow you to develop new 
strategies to improve the way in which you manage enterprise risk and resilience.

Welcome to KRisk’s
Risk & Resilience Tours
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Risk & Resilience Insight Tours

What’s involved
in the Tours
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Designed to be engaging and interactive…
KRisk, ensure you have the opportunity to see how other organisations handle risk 
and resilience up close, giving you a wider outlook and the opportunity to network, 
benchmark and learn from peers in other sectors. It’s like walking into a case study, 
giving you a real-life experience of different approaches to risk and resilience in 
different organisations and different sectors.

KRisk’s interactive and innovative R&R tours provides a uniquely interactive learning 
experience to help you:

Think in an integrated way about enterprise risk and resilience capability

Acquire tools and techniques to develop new strategies to improve the way in 
which you manage enterprise risk and resilience.

Participate in practitioner lead on peer discussions, challenging leading edge 
practice and thinking.



Risk & Resilience Insight Tours

Are Tours 
Right For 
You?
KRisk study tours address 
the questions Risk Leaders 
need answering to make 
better informed strategic 
decisions to strengthen 
their businesses resilience 
and performance. Senior 
Managers, Chief Risk 
Officers, Heads of Risk and 
Risk Champions attend 
KRisk Study Tours to….

Accelerate Your 
Firms Growth, 
Overcoming 

The Challenges 
of Establishing 
A Strong Risk 

Culture.

Successfully 
Managing

The Tension of
Handling Current 

Crises Whilst 
Preparing For 

Longer Term Risks.

Leverage And 
Align The Right 
Technologies to 
Drive Faster Risk 
Aware Decisions.
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Risk & Resilience Insight Tours

Are Tours 
Right For 
You?
Acquire tools and 
techniques to develop 
new strategies to improve 
the way in which you 
manage enterprise risk 
and resilience.

Think in an 
integrated 
way about 

enterprise risk 
and resilience 

capability.

Participate in 
practitioner lead

& peer discussions 
challenging 

leading
edge practise & 

thinking.

Leave the tours 
full of ideas how 

to influence 
others in support 
of effective risk & 

resilience.
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Risk & Resilience Insight Tours

What You
Can Expect
Every KRisk study tour is 
an unrivalled 360° learning 
experience for risk leaders 
who want to challenge 
conventional thinking,
confront problems head-on 
and put ground-breaking 
ideas into action with 
confidence.

30% 30%

20% 20%

4. Black Box
Thinking
Discover how the most 
innovative businesses 
embrace risk and
learn from failure to 
accelerate growth.
The lessons learnt from
the firms you visit,
will enable continuous 
improvement in
your firm.

3. Applied 
Learning
Resources you can access,
after each tour to replicate
the methodologies and
frameworks leading firms
use to mitigate risks.

1. Insights 
From Experts

Meet, in some of the 
world’s most leading 
firms the influencers 
and decision makers 

in key areas like 
Operations, Security, 

Compliance, Risk and
Legal.

2. Case 
Studies

Focusing on actual
problems and decisions 
the companies you visit 

face, you will, together 
with your peers, analyse

key challenges that
you‘ll likely face back in

your firm.
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Risk & Resilience Insight Tours

KRisk Study 
Tour 
Subscription
We don’t just show Risk Leaders 
how to mitigate risks, we offer
a 360° learning experience 
through which you gain fresh 
perspectives, clarity, and support 
to make those big risk decisions. 
As a subscriber, you’re signing up 
to a 12-month immersive learning 
programme to help you become 
a more effective risk leader. Your 
subscription includes:

1. Seeing is 
Believing

Tours
Visits and tours to 

award winning firms 
are the ultimate 

knowledge transfer 
experience to help 

you benchmark
your firm’s approach 

to risk

2. Peer 
Network

Become part of a 
trusted network of 
10-20 hand picked 

risk leaders who
at any time of

day or night have 
your back and are 
committed to your 

success.

3. Personalised 
Learning

Deepen and widen 
your risk knowledge 

with access to a 
library of bite sized 
courses certified by 
the IRM that even 

the most pressed for 
time risk leader can 

complete.

4. Executive 
Coaching

one2one coaching 
sessions with an 

accomplished risk 
leader whose been 

there and done it, to 
assist you put into 

practice what you’ve 
learnt on the Study 

Tours.

5. Insights 
Discovery

Get a detailed 
leadership assessment 
of your skills, strengths 

and potential 
development areas so 

you can confidently and 
consistently make the 

right risk management 
decisions.

5. R&R
Training

Member rates 
for KRisk’s Risk 

& Resilience
Leadership training 

with our partners 
UKFinance & the 

Association of 
British Insurers.
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Risk & Resilience Insight Tours

How It Works
A KRisk one-year individual 
subscription is designed to 
help Risk Leaders of any sized 
firm develop the skills and 
knowledge required to learn at 
the speed of change. Over 12 
months a KRisk subscription 
gives you access to:

Study Tours
Attend all three

study tours (option 
for 1 bonus tour on 

other cohort at 
discounted rate) and
ensure your skillset
keeps pace with a

changing risk 
landscape.

Risk Profiling
Get an in-depth 

analysis and insights 
of your strengths, 
weaknesses, and 

overall personality
as a risk leader.

Peer Network
Get feedback on 

your toughest 
decisions from a 
trusted group of 
peers whose only 
agenda is to help 

you succeed.

eLearning
Close your skills 
gaps by taking 
advantage of 

unlimited access
to over 21 hours of 

certified online risk 
learning.

Coaching
Unlock your 

potential as a 
risk leader on a

scheduled one2one 
coaching with a 

KRisk expert.

Annual fee 
subscription 
per person

£4,500
plus VAT
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Risk & Resilience Insight Tours

Subscription
Benefits
A KRisk Subscription 
provides you with a 360°
learning experience
that ensures you have 
the knowledge and
understanding to respond 
with confidence to your 
firms’ risks.

Learn best practices
From firms who’ve been through what
you’re facing.

Adopt and Apply
Risk theories and tools to your current
challenges.

Get Specialised
Knowledge to develop risk strategies
that create value.

Plan for
Confront problems head-on and put new
ideas into action.

Keep Pace
With what works and doesn’t work from
your peers.

Benchmark your approach 
Assessing how well prepared your firm is 
to risk.

Gain Fresh Insights
On how leading firms prepare for
potential risks.

Update your skillset
To ensure optimal performance in your
current role.
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Risk & Resilience Insight Tours

KRisk Is Trusted By & Partnered with Leading
Trade Associations & Professional Institutes to 
deliver learning solutions over the last 10 years
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Risk & Resilience Insight Tours

FAQ

What’s included in the KRisk one-year individual subscription?
Annual membership includes access to four study tours, your own personal leadership assessment; over 50 hours of online - on 
demand eLearning risk courses; scheduled one2one coaching and access to powerful community of high caliber risk leaders.

01

Is subscription assigned to the firm or the individual?
The annual membership is assigned to an individual participant.

02

Are there any discounts available if my firms wants to enroll more than one participant?
Yes. Please reach out to kriskltd@gmail.com for the latest fee schedule and group booking discounts.

03

Who can subscribe to the KRisk Study Tour programme?
Subscriptions are open only to 20 risk leaders in corporate, public and charity sectors. We invite individuals to complete an 
online application that is followed by an interview with a KRisk consultant who can assess if the KRisk Study programme is 
right for you.

04

What’s the time commitment?
Over the course of 12 months, you’ll attend 3 x one day study tours, completion of your own Risk Discovery profile that takes 25 
minutes to complete and receive one hour of one2one executive coaching, delivered over Teams.
Access to IRM certified online training to be used at your discretion.

05
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Risk & Resilience Insight Tours

Meet The Team

Grant 
Kennedy
Managing 
Director

Nicola
Brannan
Business 
Development
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Philip 
Allen
Learning 
Executive



Contact Us
Please don’t hesitate to contact us.
N.b. Our executive travel agent can book
your travel and into the same hotel we’ll
be having the evening drinks reception.

Thank
You.

kriskltd@gmail.com 
Grant.kennedy@krisk.co

+44(0) 7879 685 121
www.krisk.co


